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ABSTRACT

Technical Report

Data acquisition software has been developed for the wind tunnel tests of the
auxiliary air intake of the Jindivik pilotless target aircraft in the AMRL Low
Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT) using the new Pressure Systems Incorporated (PSI)
8400 Measurement System under the control of an IBM PS/2 computer. The
recent upgrade of the data acquisition system for the ISWT and the replacement
of the mechanical Scanivalve pressure measuring system with PSI electronic
pressure scanners has required major modifications to be made to existing
software. To minimise the changes needed and to provide compatibility with
data processing for previous tests the data acquired by the PSI electronic
pressure equipment are transferred to the dedicated LSWT DEC PDP-11/44
mini-computer for storage and processing. This report describes the
development and operation of new software for the LSWT tests of the Jindivik
auxiliary air intake.
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Data Acquisition and Processing Software
for the Low Speed Wind Tunnel Tests

of the Jindivik Auxiliary Air Intake

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In May 1990 an experimental test program was conducted in the ARL Low
Speed Wind Tunnel to evaluate various configurations of the auxiliary air intake
in a Jindivik target aircraft model. The results showed that, with appropriate
design of the auxiliary intake, significant improvement in the engine
performance of the aircraft during take-off can be achieved. This led to a
production design of the concept which had been modified to include three
swivelling louvres that could be opened at take-off and closed in cruise flight. To
verify the performance of the production design a second wind tunnel test
program was conducted.

Since the first test program, the scanivalve mechanical pressure measuring
equipment in the Low Speed Wind Tunnel has been replaced with a
sophisticated and more efficient high speed electronic pressure measuring
system which operates under the control of an IBM PS/2 personal computer.
New data acquisition software needed to be developed for the second test
program to:

1. collect and record the experimental data from the new pressure
measuring equipment;

2. convert the data into a format which is compatible with the previous
test results;

3. transfer the test data from the IBM PS/2 personal computer to the
DEC PDP-1 1/44 mini-computer for processing and storage.

The new data acquisition system also required the existing software on the PDP-
11/44 computer to be modified to process the new test data. The major
modifications to the data processing software involved:

1. changes in the pressure calibration equations to convert the raw
pressure data into the correct units;

2. the inclusion of logic statements to distinguish the previous test data
from the new data so that the software could process both the old and
the new test results;

3. changes in output routines that generate hard copy outputs from the
new HP LaserJet III laser printer instead of the HP 7220T pen plotter.

In this report the functions of the new data acquisition software are described,
and the operational procedures to be adopted when using the software are
explained. Details of the modifications to the existing data processing software
on the PDP-11 /44 computer are also documented.
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NOTATION

DC 60  Distortion factor across the engine face
?h Engine air mass flow rate, kg/s
4vir//Po Engine face air mass flow parameter

N Engine rotational speed, RPM
Al Pressure before the venturi throat, kPa
Pa Atmospheric pressure, kPa
P. Wind tunnel free stream total pressure, kPa
P. Static pressure, kPa
At Total pressure at the engine face, kPa
(Ps/P) Pressure recovery (average of Pt/Po at the engine face)
T1  Temperature at the venturi, K
To Wind tunnel free stream temperature, K
V Nominal test airspeed, m/s
Vel Actual test airspeed, m/s

Distance of static pressure probe from the engine face alolug
the intake duct, m

a Model pitch angle, deg.
/0 Model yaw angle, deg.
AP Pressure drop across the venturi throat, kPa
e Expansibility factor
A Venturi pressure ratio

PV Density of air at the venturi, kg/mr3

Subscripts
1 Conditions at the venturi meter
60 Average value over 600 sector at 5F intervals
ang Average value over the engine face
a Atmospheric value
o Wind tunnel free stream total value
a Static value
t Total value at the engine face

ii



1 INTRODUCTION

A research and development program to improve the take-off performance of the
Jindivik target aircraft was carried out at ARL during 1990 and 1991 [1] to ex-
plore the concept of an auxiliary air intake system which would be deployed during
take-off and closed at cruise. An experimental test program to evaluate various con-
figurations of the auxiliary air intake was conducted in the 2.7 x 2.1 m Low Speed
Wind Tunnel (LSWT) in May 1990 [2]. Significant improvements in the engine
performance during take-off were achieved and this led to a production design of
the concept. A second wind tunnel test program was carried out in November 1991
to confirm the performance of the production design which had been modified to
include three swivelling louvres that can be opened at take-off and closed in flight.

In the first wind tunnel test program [21, the pressures at the engine face and along
the air intake duct were measured using Scanivalve3 and the data were acquired and
processed on a DEC PDP-11/441 minicomputer. Since then, a new data acquisition
system has been installed in the LSWT and the Scanivalves have been replaced by a
Pressure Systems Incorporated (PSI) 8400 Measurement System under the control
of an IBM PS/2' personal computer via a National Instruments MC-GPIB adaptor.
These upgrades required major changes to be made to the data acquisition and
processing software for the second test program even though the test set-up was
basically the same as the first one.

To minimise changes to the existing data processing software which was described
in Reference 4, the data acquired by the IBM PS/2 were transferred to the PDP- II
computer via an RS-232 serial line and stored in the same format as in the previous
test. Modifications to the software were made in such a way that previous test data
may also be processed by the new versions of the data processing programs.

This report describes the development and operation of the new software for testing
the Jindivik auxiliary air intake in the LSWT.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A 1/4 scale model of the Jindivik air intake system was mounted in the centre of the
LSWT test section as shown in Figure 1. The engine air flow was simulated with
a remote duplex blower which sucked air through the model inlet duct via flexible
steel coil reinforced tubing and a tilted steel down pipe which passed through the
floor of the test section to a venturi flow meter.

Total pressure measurements at the engine face were made with a 30 probe rake [2].
The orientation of the probes and their numeral designations are shown in Figure 2.
Internal static pressures were measured with tubes tapped into the duct wall at
right angles and fitted flush with the surface at 15 axial locations along the air

'DEC and PDP-1I an nkered ins& mrmka of Digita Eqipment Corpontion
2IBM and PS/2 are registered trademais od UIagaI Busium Wcad&=ne Coepwafiou



intake duct, and 6 tapping points equally spaced around the engine face location
in the duct, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. These tappings were connected to two
32-port pressure scanners of the PSI 8400 Measurement System which was used to
collect the pressure data.

3 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The data acquisition systenm was based on a PSI 8400 Measurement System under
the control of an IBM PS/2 computer via a National Instruments GPIB interface
adaptor. Figure 4 shows a schematic layout of the data acquisition system. The
serial port of the PS/2 was connected to terminal port TT5 of a DEC PDP-11/44
mini-computer to allow data to be transferred to the PDP-11 for storage and pro-
cessing. A dumb terminal connected to terminal port TT6 of the PDP-11 was used
to input the air flow parameters at the venturi meter (in the previous test program,
these parameters were read out by an operator through a microphone, over a high
background noise level, to another operator at the wind tunnel control room). The
hardcopy outputs of the test results were printed from a Hewlett-Packard (HP)
LaserJet III laser printer connected to terminal port TT7 of the PDP-11. The 8-
pages-per-minute laser printer, which replaced the sluggish HP 7220T pen plotter
that was used in the previous test program, significantly reduced the printing time
of the test results.

For proper c3mmunications between the PDP-11 and the PS/2, the serial line con-
necting the two computers had to be set at a baud rate of 4800. On the PDP-11
side, this was set with the command:

SET TERJINAL/SPEED=4800/NOECHO TT5:

At the PS/2 end, the line speed was set by the program JINi (see section 4.1). The
terminal lines TT6 and TT7 of the PDP-11 were set at 9600 baud with the commands:

SET TERMINAL/SPEED=9600/NOSLAVE/ECHO TT6:
SET TERNINAL/SPEEDf9600/NOSLAVE/ECHO TT7:

to match the communication speeds of the dumb terminal at the Venturi meter
and the HP LaserJet III laser printer respectively. A detailed description of the
experimental set-up is given in Reference 3.

4 DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE

The basic data acquisition and coatrol program for the 8400 Measurement System
on the IBM PS/2 is the Macro Command Processor (MCP). The configurations of
the measurement system - such as the number of pressure ports, the calibration
specifications for the pressure scanners, the manner in which the pressure data are
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to be collected and so on - are coded in a macro fl/e. Each macro consists of a
sequence of statements which are either PSI System 8400 commands (see Chapter 5
of the PSI System 8400 Users Manual) or instructions to the program MCP to perform
specific tasks. The macros used in the Jindivik auxiliary air intake test are contained
in the file JIIDIVIK .AC, which is listed in fUll in Appendix A. Expqanations of the
commands are given as comments (lines beginning with the single quote character)
throughout the file. Two of the more important macros defined in JMIDIVIK . MAC
are considered in some detail in the following:

1. Wit - The initialisation macro. This macro sets up pressure port configura-
tions and the calibration specifications for the transducers. Important items
incorporated into the macro were that:

"* two 5-psid pressure scanners were employed,

"* all 32 ports of scanner 1 and the first 27 ports of scanner 2 were used,

"* the pressure transducers were to be calibrated at -5.0, -3.0, -1.0, 0.0,
1.0 psid,

"* when acquiring data, each pressure value was to be averaged over 50
readings taken at 5 millisecond intervals.

2. Data - The get-data macro. At the start of the macro, the user was prompted
to enter a data file name and a line of description for the test point. It then
executed the program JIll to initialise communications with the PDP-11 and
started the program JINDIVIK on the PDP-1I. The program JIIDIVIK would
prompt the operator at the venturi to input the flow parameters of the blower
before returning program execution control to MCP on the PS/2, and then the
command to acquire data was issued to the 8400 Measurement System. After
receiving the averaged pressure data value from the 8400 System, the macro
executed another program JI12 to pass the results to the pzrgram JIEDIVIK
running on the PDP-11 and to write the results to data files.

4.1 Programs JIll and Ji12

The programs JIll and JI32, written in Turbo C' programming language on the
PS/2, were responsible for exchanging information and transferring data to and from
the PDP-11. At the start of the Data macro, after the user had entered the data
file name and test description, JIll would be executed to establish the link between
the PS/2 and the PDP-11. The major functions of JIll were to:

1. Initialise the serial port (COMI:) of the PS/2 to 4800 baud and set up the
necessary parameters and routines for successful communications over the se-
rial line. The source codes of the communication routines were contained in a
separate file JIICORN.C.

8'1hrbo C is a registered trade mark of Borland International Inc.
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2. Start the program JINDIVIK on the PDP-11 by sending the following PDP-11
commands down the serial line:

set term/noocho
run jindivik

3. Obtain the following test parameters from the operator in the wind tunnel
control room:

* the attitude (a and f9) of the model,

e atmospheric pressure, and

* tunnel air temperature.

4. Send the name of the data file and the day's date to the PDP-11.

5. Wait for the JINDIVIK program on the PDP-11 to return with air flow param-
eters of the blower before exiting and returning control to MCP.

After the MCP regained control of the program execution from JIN1, it sent the
acquire-data command to the 8400 Measurement System to obtain the pressure
values (in lbf/in2 ) from the scanners. It then executed the program JIN2 in which
each pressure value was multiplied by 1000 and converted to a 4-digit integer before
being sent to the PDP-11 to be stored on an RL02 disk rhe conversion of the
pressure data into integer format was to made comply with the data format of the
previous test program [4].

The program JIN1 was built from the code in the source files JIN1 .C, JINCOMM.C
and SERIAL.H. The source code for JIN2 is contained in JIN2.C, JINCOMM.C and
SERIAL.H. These files are listed in Appendices B through to E for reference.

4.2 Program JINDIVIK

The program JINDIVIK was written in FORTRAN on the PDP-11. It was executed
by the program JINi from the PS/2 via the serial communication line at the be-
ginning of each acquire-data command. After receiving the data file name and the
day's date from the PS/2 sent to it by JINl, the JINDIVIK program prompted the
operator at the venturi meter to enter the air flow parameters:

"* upstream pressure, P1 ,

"* upstream temperature, TI, and

"* pressure drop across the venturi, AP,

via the keyboard of the dumb terminal connected to port TT6 of the PDP-11 com-
puter. It then signalled to the program JINI on the PS/2 that all parameters at the
Venturi had been entered and that acquisition of the pressure data could proceed,
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and then waited until pressure data arrived from the PS/2. The relevant data of the
test were written to two separate files (with extensions . DAT and . JCS) of different
formats [4]. The . DAT file was in the the conventional LSWT pressure measurement
data file format and was not used in the present analysis. The format of the . JCS
file was the same as that described in Reference 4 and was used as an input file
by programs CALJIIN, PLTPS. PLTPT and PLTCET [4] for processing. Both data files
were written to the directory DLI:[100,71 on an RL02 disk with the label JINAIR.
The source code inr the program JINDIVIK is contained in the file JIIIDIVIK. FTN
and is listed in Appendix F.

5 MODIFICATIONS TO THE DATA PROCESSING SOFTWARE

As in the previous test [41, the data at each test point were processed by the program
CALJII. The programs PLTPS. PLTPT and PLTCNT [41 were used to produce hardcopy
graphical outputs in the form of:

"* a graph of the ratio of intake static pressure (P.) to tunnel freestream total
pressure (P,) versus the axial location in met. (z) along the air intake duct
away from the engine face towards the intake lip. An example of this type of
graphical output is given in Figure 5,

"* a graph of the average ratio of total pressure at the engine face (PI) to
freestream total p.essure (PD) versus the normalized mass flow rate (7hVn /Po),
as shown in Figure 6, and

"• a cross-sectional contour plot of Pt/Po at the engine face, as shown in Figure 7.

The definition and method of calculating the distortion factor DC 60 appearing in
the outputs are described in detail in Reference 4.

Although every endeavour was made to maintain data and software compatibility
with the previous series of tests, the hardware configuration of the new data ac-
quisition system necessitated modifications to the abov'e programs. There were two
major areas of modifications; viz, processing of raw pressure data and printer output
routines.

5.1 Processing of Raw Pressure Data

The main program for processing the data of the Jindivik auxiliary air intake test
is CALLJI. The raw transducer values (averaged over 50 readings) were input from
the data file with the name in the form "J IN=z. JCS" where xxx is the test point
number, as in the first series of tests.

In the previous Scanivalve system, a set of four calibration equations were required
to convert the transducer readings into real pressure values. Pressure ports 3 and 4
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were connected to a constant pressure source of 21.0 kPa, equivalent to the scani-
valve transducer reading of 590 approximately. This was assigned to the variables
JPRESS (3) and JPRESS(4) in the program and used in the calibration calculations
(see Section 2.2.2 of Reference 4). The 8400 Measurement System p-.rformed the
calibration internally and the pressure values were converted into Jbf/in2 before be-
ing sent to the PS/2 where they were multiplied by 1000 and stored in the data file.
Hence when processing the data obtained with the new system, no calibration equa-
tion was needed except the conversion of the pressure values from x 1000 lbf/in2 to
Pa. Pressure ports 3 and 4 were connected, in this case, to a constant pressure source
in the range of 200 to 300 Pa (equivalent to 0.029 to 0.044 lbf/in2, and recorded as
an integer value in the range of 29 to 44 in the data files). The comparatively small
values from these 2 pressure ports were used as a convenient indication that the
8400 Measurement System was in use and that the new conversion scheme is to be
employed. The old Scanivalve system conversion scheme is retained in the program
so that data from previous tests can also be processed.

There are two major modifications to the calculations of the engine mass flow pa-
rameter, 7h%/t/P 0 . Firstly, the mass flow rate, 7h, which was expressed in lb/s in
the previous test, is converted to kg/s in the new software. Secondly, the old soft-
ware used atmospheric temperature and pressure in the expression 7hVTo/Po. In
the present test, the total temperature and pressure in the test section of the wind
tunnel are used instead. The details of the equations used in the calculation of the
air mass flow rate are given in Appendix G.

In the graph of (P*/Po)avg versus 7hVfoT;/Po, two straight lines representing con-
stant engine speeds of 12000 and 13800 RPM were represented respectively by the
equations:

P - 0.1780 (P.-g)

vi~o - 0.2093 ( )

These two equations are different from those given in page 13 of Reference 4 because
the units of ih and pressure in the previous tests are in lb/s and lbf/in2 respectively,
but in the new tests the units of ih and pressure are in kg/s and kPa.

5.2 Printer Output Routines

After processing each test data point the program CALJIN produced a one-page
summary of the results (an example of which is shown in Figure 8, the definitions
of the symbols appeared in the printout are explained in Reference 4) on a LaserJet
III laser printer. This was made possible by attaching a string of PCL4 context
printer commands [51 at the beginning of the print file, which set up the character
font specifications and page margins. These commands were:

4PCL is a iegstemd trade mark of Hewlett-Pacdaud Company.
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<ESC>E - reset printer,
<ESC> (8U - select Roman-8 font style,
<ESC> (sOP - fixed character spacing,
<ESC>(s12H - 12 character per inch,
<ESC>(slOV - 10 points character size,
<ESC> (sOS - upright characters,

<ESC> (sOB - normal character stroke,
<ESC> (s3T - courier typeface,
<ESC>\&alOL - left margin = 10,
<ESC>\&a5N - right margin = 5,
<ESC>\&14E - top margin = 4,
<ESC>\&160F - 60 lines per page,
<ESC>\&100 - portrait orientation.

where <ESC> is the "escape" character code (ASCII value 27). These commands
may be put into a condensed form by grouping and combining them, as described
in the LaserJet III Technical Reference Manual [5], in the following manner:

<ESC>E
<ESC> (8U
<ESC> (sOp 12hlOvOsOb3T
<ESC>&alOl5X
<ESC>&14e60fO0

In the program, these commands were coded into the variable iprhed defined as an
array of BYTE. The ASCII values of the command characters were assigned into the
array using a DATA statement, and were written to the output print file as character
variables:

BYTE Iprhed(45)
DATA lprhed/27,69,27,40,56,85,27,40,115,48,112,49,50,104,49,
1 48,118,48,115,48,98,48,51,84,27,38,97,49,48,108,53,77,
2 27,38,108,52,69,27,38,108,54,48,102,48,79/

WRITE ( 1,400 ) lprhed
400 FORMAT ( 45A1 )

To ensure that the printed page would be ejected from the printer the command
string <FF><ESC>E, where <FF> is the form-feed character (ASCII value 12), was
written to the print file at the end of the file. This command string was coded into
the variable array iprend as follows:

BYTE lprend(3)

DATA lprond/12,27,69/

7



The programs PLTPS, PLTPT, and PLTCIT used the Hewlett-Packard Graphic Lan-
guage (HP-GL) instruction set to generate hardcopy graphical outputs on an HP
7220T pen plotter. The HP LaserJet III laser printer accepted the HP-GL/2 in-
struction set which is a new version of HP-GL. While there were differences between
the two versions, the graphic instructions generated by PLTPS, PLTPT, and PLTCNT
were compatible with HP-GL/2. The HP plotting library that was used to generate
these instructions, however, issued certain machine dependent codes during the ini-
tialisation and closing routines, which were directed specifically to HP pen plotters
and which were not recognised by the LaserJet printer. The two routines, HPINIT
and PLOT of the HP plotting library, were therefore modified to eliminate the output
statements which generated these machine dependent codes. The HP LaserJet III
printer was initialised instead with command strings in a format similar to that used
in CALJII.

The initialisation command strings used in PLTPS, PLTPT, and PLTCNT were slightly
different because of the difference in sizes and orientations of the plots they gener-
ated. The commands used in PLTPS were:

<ESC>E - reset printer,
<ESC>\&100 - portrait orientation,
<ESC>*p15Ox-900Y - position cursor at 150 dots5 right and 900 dots down,
<KSC>*cOT - set picture frame anchor point,
<ESC>*c5400x?920Y - set picture frame width and height to be 5400 and

7920 decipointss respectively,
<ESC>*c7.5kllL - set HP-GL/2 plot size to be 7.5 x 11 inches.
<ESC>\%IB - enter into HP-GL/2 graphic mode.

In PLTPT these commands were similar, as shown in the following:

<ESC>E - reset printer,
<ESC>\&100 - portrait orientation,
<ESC>*p6Ox-9OOY - position cursor at 60 dots right and 900 dots down,
<ESC>*cOT - set picture frame anchor point,
<ESC>*c5400x?220Y - set picture frame size to 5400 x 7220 decipoints,
<ESC>*c7.5kliL - set HP-GL/2 plot size to 7.5 x 11 inches.
<ESC>\X1B - enter into HP-GL/2 graphic mode.

In PLTCIIT these commands were identical to those in PLTPS except without the
cursor positioning and set anchor point instructions:

<ESC>E - reset printer,
<ESC>\&100 - portrait orientation,
<RSC>*c5400x7920Y - set picture frame size to 5400 X 7920 decipoints,
<ESC>*c7. 5ktL - set HP-GL/2 plot size to be 7.5 x 11 inches.
<RSC>\X1B - enter into HP-GL/2 graphic mode.

aln the HP LaserJet m Printer one dot equals - inch and a decipoint is - inch.
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The following graphic commands were also incorporated into the three plotting
programs to enhance the quality of the graphical outputs:

"* Select a standard character set - this command was used to select the PC-
8 symbol set (see Appendix A of Reference 5) with Univers typeface. The
HP-GL/2 command for this selection is:

SD1,341,21.,4,17,7,52;

"* Select an alternative character set - this was to allow the mathematical sym-
bols (a, 3 and ,/) to be used. The command for this is:

ADI,269,2,1,4,19,7,52;

"* Define pen width - this command enabled different line thicknesses to be
used for different types of line. This was particularly useful in distinguishing
the contour lines from the engine surface boundaries in the contour plots. The
pen width command format is:

Pwz

where x is the width of the line in mm.

6 SOFTWARE INSTALLATION

The source files for the programs JINDIVIK, CALJIN, PLTPS, PLTCNT and PLTPT are
stored on a floppy diskette which is kept in the Applied Aerodynamics Archive Area
at ARL. The diskette is labelled with the description: "JINDIVIK AUXILIARY
AIR INTAKE - SERIES r.

The procedures to install these programs in the PDP-11 computer (assumming that
the user has logged into the PDP-11 with the appropriate account details) are:

1. Change the default directory to [200,101 with the following command:

SET DEFAULT [200,10]

2. Place the floppy diskette containing the source files into the floppy disk drive
0 of the PDP-11 computer. Enter the following commands to copy the files
from the diskette to the current directory:

MOUNT/OVERRIDE DYO:
COPY DYO:[200,10]*.* *

3. After all the files have been copied, execute the comm~nd:

9



$INSTALL

to start the installation procedure.

The source files for the programs JIll and T112 are stored on an IBM format 3.5-
inch floppy diskette labelled with the description "JINDIVIK AUXILIARY AIR
INTAKE - SERIES 2'. The diskette is also kept in the Applied Aerodynamics
Archive Area. To install the programs, place the diskette in drive A of the PS/2
computer and enter the command:

A: \INSTALL

The programs JIll and JIN2 will then be located in the directory D : \LSWT\JINDIVIK
of the PS/2.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The upgrade of the data acquisition system for the ARL Low Speed Wind Tunnel
has required major modifications to be made to the software for the acquisition
and processing of data for the later series of Jindivik auxiliary air intake tests. To
maintain software compatibility with previous tests, data were stored on the PDP-
11 minicomputer in exactly the same way as before and were processed with the
same set of programs modified to take into account the new hardware configuration.

The replacement of the HP 7220T pen plotter with an HP LaserJet III laser printer
has significantly reduced the time to produce the hardcopy outputs of the test results
and enhanced the quality of these outputs.

The software was modified in such a way that data from the previous test series can
still be processed by the new versions of the programs.
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APPENDIX A

THE MACRO FILE JIEDIVIK.MAC

title JIUDITIK TEST RAIN NWNU

Stephea S.V. Lai
07-OCT-1991

macro Bolp I
clxscr
print *teeee*e*e****5**ee*ee

print • Tait: Iitiallies the Syste Unit 8400 •
priat * Cal : Calibrate Transducers e
print * Data: Got Data 0

print * Plot: Plot Data 0

print *e~~eee*~e*ee*ee*ee~ee
ends

macro hait I
print Initializing System 8400 ...

Disable command echo on front panel

5C4 0

Scanner Dijitizer Unit: 2 scanners of 32 ports each

adl 111 1-2 32 1

Data acquisition parameters
111 : Address of the SDU

1 : Table aember -- dofines a particular test set up
S0 : lumber of frames to be averaged

5000 : Delay between frame readings (in microseconds)
I : Number of measurement sets
0 : Delay between measurements sets (in milliseconds)

free : Trigger mode -- Software trigger
seq : Scan address mode -- sequential

2 : Data output format -- 4 byte, Engiaeoring Units

sd2 111 1 50 5000 1 0 free seq 2

Define another scan table (2) to output data continuously

sd2 111 2 1 0 1 0 free seq 2

Setup the number of ports to be scanned on each scanner

111 : Address of the SDU
1 : Scan table n& er -- defines the list of ports for scanning

101-132 : Scanmer 1, port 1 to port 32

201-222 : Scanner 2, port 1 to port 27
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

sd3 111 1 101-132 201-227
sd3 Ill 2 101-132 201-227

Setup the Pressure Calibration isit
211 z Address of the PCU (Cluster 2, lack 1. Slot 1)

12



1 : Logical range swimber 1
DIFl : Differential pressure mode

0.0001 Tolerance of calibration is 0.0001 Pai&
20 : Mariana Pressure of the unit - 20 PSI absolute

pcI 211 1 3MF 0.00O1 20
printbuffer

'Setup AallwMti sIgmgge WeIine
*211 4 * es of the PCV (Cluster 2,. b~ I. Mest 1)
* calibration points: -5.0 to 1.0 paid

pc2 211 -5.0 -3.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0
------------------------------------------------------------....
select the Pressure Values Of the PCI to be in Pai unit (1)

pc4 _211 1 1 - - --- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Set Pulse duration to be 6 seconds for shifting
the calibration, valve

*Set 10 seconds delay time to wait for calibration
*Pressures to stabilize during calibration

cp2 I0

macro Calib C
print
print Performing Pull Calibration
print Plaease wait ...

ca3 1

macro Data D

Get-Data Command:
1. Obtain data file nome and a line of description
2. Spawn Jnll to set up comssication with PDP-Il
3. got data from the MOO0 Measurement System
4. Spawm 3112 to send data to PDP-Il for storage and processing

input later data file unam:
input lnter test description:
output f open data\%1
output fprint #0 22
date
output syst=m Jml %1 "%2"

fclese
output system jin2 dat&\21

13



APPENDIX B

THE PROGRAM SOURCE FILE JIII.C

/- FIL-:-JTU......................1.C-../----------
/os prerm for the data acquisition of Jindivik Auxiliary Air Intake VWid ee/

/e Tumme2 Teat - Sari"s 2 ee/
/ls Executed by UCp, rm, in Conjunction with JMIDITV in PDP-11/44 ee/
/00 so/

/ee Written by Stephen S.W. Lms es/
AI --------------------------------------------------

#include <stdio.])
SiUclude <strin-.b>
fticlude <(caio.k>
Snclude <dos.h>

$defin. KX-LnI 127

erte*= char neaxtin, eaeztout; /* circular buffer for serial conaunLcations o/
char data-files.namo[40].

desc IXl LIE ; A* test description o/

void get.parmeter( void );
void sead_teet.info( void );
tat get-line( char *s, int 1im);

void main( iat marg, char ragv[l )
{

A ----------------------------------------------------------------------- --------- f
/a data file name is given as the first argument in the command line and ./
A. test description (desc) is the second. ./
/I------------------------------------------------------------------*

strcpy ( data-file-name, *++argv );
strcpy ( desc, *++rgv );

/0 Initialize COX port and send PDP-11 comands to start up JINDIVIT e/
/*------------------------------------------------------------------o

initcamporto;
send-lize("set teW/noechok);
send-lids("r Jindivik");

/0------------------------------------------------------------------e
/0 Get test parameters from the operator at the Control loon and receive*/
/0 air flow parmtors entered by the operator at the Venturi via PDP-11*/
/*------------------------------------------------------eof

get .parmeter(0
I.--- -------------------------------------------

/a &store se•ial Interrupt and return program control back to KC? e-
le --------------------------------------------------------------------- C

restore-serialinto;

void get pazameter ( void)
{

tat C, i40;
chaine DIaZ_..LUME
float JIn...data(2 ;

/*---- ------------ --------------------------- --- C
" Get parmeters fre operator *

14



I-

printf(0 Alpha (beg.) - ";
geot-lne(lns,. NALNE);
sacat(liz.. -"-. jI,..dataro));

priatt(- beta (Des.) - ")i
goetlin.(line. u.mgL);
sacaut (line . *I"f. &JinR..da[a));

prlntf(- Atmapherl c Pressure (kP&) - )
gotline(llne, NA!_L=3);
escasn(line. "U". *jin.dadfta2);

pgi4sf(O wmnol Temprature (Dog. C) - ")
get-lize(line. NILT M),
soaac-(lino. "U". &Jinmdata[S));
jindata(31 - t273.15;

/0 Send tho test descriptions and the above test parinoter to PDP-11 ./

/0- .---------------.-----------------------------------.-----------------

pri4tf(" Inputs of toet plroneter in proess. please wait ... ";
sandliue( dose );
send.teostigLfoO;

/e Loop until flow parmeters from Venturi meter come in via the
/s the serial COll port 0/

------------------------------------------------------------------
clear.serial-_m )OO;
do (

if ( noztin !- &extout )
{

c - readcomO;

line Ci++] - c;
}

while( c I- 'C'); /e0 gnd of dta lino ignalo/

US:Los [: 1-j\01';

for ( i-0; i<-2; i++ )
s&cast (112i+eiT. ""." OJin-dasta&i+4());

printf(" Vesturi oadingsan: TI - %6.2f dog. C, PI - %6.2f kPa\r\n",
Jiudatan[43, Jin_-data[]);

priatf(" Pressuro Drop - %6.29 inches of water\mAn", jin_ [ata6]);
/e ---------------------------------------------------------------
/o Tell PDP-11 to continue end sead down data back to PDP-11 for storage*/

/ ---------------------------------------------------- /

aend line ("C") ;
for ( i-0; i<-3; i++)

spriatf(lize*i " 26.2", jint[i) ;
lino[[2S]' \0'
semd-Ma( LI );

pr•ntf(Ueoady to see pressure");
)

/o seadSestsotes send toot intlozitieo to PW-11i
/o ,

void semd-tesetlufo(ved)
{

om Sitbs) 0 ("M.3 "Pu". "H1". "in"* "1e " "JUIf", "JUL",
"M",S us"%~ *oCT"$W~ly wow "="IUC
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char filaamm20]. fildatE12], s fa~ptr;
int Ia. i g
atruct date "ate;

lea s tludtjl~~e tyle&( strchr(dateajilo..mmu. ))
for C 10; i <-la; i++ )

e(filaammi - touppez(e(dta~taile~aaw*i));
filamm~lea] - \1
saewA..Ite( f 11m )

gotdate (&dato) I
oawistfCf ildat. * 1-a-Xd". date. da-day. mouths Cdat . da-MOa-1].

date din. Year);
Dead-lime ( fildat )

/* - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

/0 get-line: get a line Of characters from the console
/0---------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

lint get lineC char *a, Jut lha)

char 0.2;

*a - ii.;
s2 - cgota( a);
strcpy( a. s2);
cpriatf( '\r\n'1);
returmC strlea( a))

I
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APPENDIX C

THE PROGRAM SOURCE FILE JI12-C

/0 .----------------------- PILE: J1I2. C---------------------------------- /
/00 Pres.. gor the data acquisition of Jindivik Auxiliary Air Intake Vind so/
/00 Teusel Test - Series 2 .o/
/00 Rxecuted by KC¢, run in conjunction with JIIDIVIK in PDP-11/44 ee/

/00 Written by Stephen S.V. Lou so/

/s -------------------------------------------------------------------- ee
tingla <stdie.h>
sincluda <stdlib .h>
finclude <string.h>
sinclude <conio.h>
Sinclude <dos.h>

int fget_liae( char so, int Ila. PILE $tp);
void read-data-file( char ofiloname );

#define xAiPOuT 64 /.eo Maximum no. of pressure ports eoe/

defoine READINGS 4 /see 1o. of lines of Readings 0c0/
#define DATAV-DT1 9 /eee Maximum field width of Data item os*/
*define RAI.LINK 127 /0ee Maximum length of line ***/

int ipressDlUOiT]; bee integer vailu of pressure dataee/
int sports=69; amee number of pressure ports se$/
extern char enextin, enextout;

void main( int narg, char eargvl
{

char hind DIALJIM] ,lino2 (RL3LIR] ,lian3[MAXLIUR];
int i, c;

priatf(\ASending; test data to PDP-11 ...
--------------------------------------------------------------- o/

/* Initialise COil serial port. Argument 1 on comsand line is the data */
/* file name. Use that as input argument to read-data-file fuction which*/
/* read& the pressure data acquired by NCP

------------------------------------------------------------------ o/
initcomport0;
readdatafile( e++argv );

I. ------------------------------------------------------ /
/s put the pressure data on 3 separate lines before sond"ng down to the */
/s PDP-11 since the FORTRAN program JINDIVIK can read a maximum number e/
/s of 132 characters only per line. C/

---------------------------------------------------------------
for ( i - 0; i <-19; i++ )
{

sprintf(lineoi+Gi, " XSd", ipress[i]);
sprl=t2(line÷46oi, " %Sd", ipress~i+20J);
sprintf(lino3+4oi, " %6d". ipross[i+40p);i )

sead.lime(linel);
s4d_)liue (21mn2),
send.iins(lims);

/*--------------------------------------------------- o/

/e Vait until acknouleged by IZE1r1 en PDP-Il
/I --------------------------------------------------------------------- o/
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do
{

it ( morti I. -extolat )
c - r•eademO;

T hi ( c !- '>' );

/* -------------------------- - -----------------------------------------
/o Reast tomminal characteristic aId serial ilterrept before exitin g

Is----------------------- - -------------
Ion_3j("SCg*t te=mOcho"i;
reaetor@.erialit 0;
primtf("\uDoaG\2\a");

)

------------------ - -------------------

/* lead pressure data from file, pro-Iultiply tham by 1000, and convert /
/0 than to lntegerm ,/
/---- -------------------------------------------------------------- oS/

void read4ata.tfile( char ofilsame )
{

FILE Odatafp;
ist i, lizoelemoh, port-id;
float psi-data;
char lize DUILIX]. c;

datap = foprm( fileame, "r");

/0 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 0/
/S Read leadings 0/
/0--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 0/

for (i1-; i<-(UDS; i++)
fget_line( lie, AXLL1, data-p );

for(i-O; i <-sports-I; iN)

facauf (datafp. "Z %f",&port id, &psidata);
ipressEQ - psi.data*l000;

I
fclose(datafp);

I*I

--------------------------------------------------------------- /

/* fget.lime: got a line of characters from file fp 0/

/0 -------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 0/
int fgetlieao( char es, it lim, FILT efp)
{

if ( fgets( a, 11.. fp) N UL)
retuuin 307);

else {
SItrlea( I) - 1] - 1\09;

retui( strlea( S));

S~18



APPENDIX D

THE PROGRAM SOURCE FILE JINCONK.C

/ 0 - - - - - - - --- -- -- Ej : 3INCDNN.C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

/00 Serial commmaications, functions called by 3111 and J1122
/00 es/

Me odified from TCOHN.C by Stephen 5.V. Lam0/
/e-----------------------------------------------------------------------es/

Sinclude <stdio .k
Sinclude (stdlib .k)
ginclud. (string .k)
sinclud. (co3nio.k)
Sinclude (deskh>
#include aeorial .h"

Idofine CR 13

void send-line(char em);

void send-line(char *a)

char eap, c;

for ( sp-s; esp!='\O'; up++)

C - Cap;
writecoim(c);
delay(20);

uritecomi( C&
delay(200); leset delay period to allow PDP-11 to catch upe/

0 Serial Fort Comunication~e Functions

w: -----------initialize the com port ------------
vid initcomport (void)

3173 abyte;

/o Save the old BUTl resisters e

lctrl - inportb(LIIECTL);
abyte - (lctr. BLAB);
cuxtportb(LIW"cILabyte);

baudlsb - importb(DIVLSUM
baudmb - inportb(DIYIIS);
abyte - DLAB;

outportb(LIEICILabyte);
inten - Inpertb(I3TEIIIL);
mctrl - inportb(OEUUMM);
modstat - ispertb(UUUTAUS);
liastat - inpertb(LI MISTAUS);

/o Set up VAIT registers s/
abyte - lapertb(0z2l);
outpentb(ht21.Cabyte OzlO)); /0 disable interrupt handling. so
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that interrupt vector -Addsea can be changed e
&byte - -introaO; /o redirects interrupt handler *
disable 0; /o disable interrupt processing 0/
abyte - inportb(0z21); I. enable Vart interrupts 0/
outportb(0z2l1(abyto & Ozef));

outportb(L3NECrL. 0:03); /s set LIUNCTL o/
abyto - iaportb(BIZD AW; /o flush the DART rocieve buffer 0/

outportb(INUUNIZ,ft~l); /* Select interrupts to catch e
eutpertb(UUWICTL.OzOb); Ic set MU2. 313, DTI *

/o 33T SAUD DATS e/
abyte - (inportb(LINIMT) I DLII); Is set DART c
outportb(LNIMCTL abyte);
outport(DIYUM Ozl$); /o set baud rate for 4800.1
eutpo"t(DYIUU ,OzOO);
abyte '- DLII;
eutportb(TINECTL abyte);

clear-serial-quoue 0;
enable 0
return;

/-------- restore the serial interrupt vector----------
void restore-serialint (void)

3YT3 abyte;
abyte - (inportb(LINKCTL) I DLUB);
outportb(LXNECTL.abyte);
outport (DrTLZD .baudlsb);
outport (DIVIUD.baudmb);
abyte 'a DLII;
outportb(LIUECTL ,abyte);

@utportb(LIUECTL. lctrl);
outportbt 13133111, inten);
outportb(NDIECTL, actrl);

.introff 0;

I----clear the serial input buffer-----------
void clear-.swrial-queue(void)

maztin - nextowt - recvbulf;
buffer~count - 0;

/--------serial input imtezrapt service routines---------
int ..intron(void)

eldc..int a getvoct(intp);
aetvect(intp. ... rq4);
return (0);

tat .intreff(vaid)

if Celdceulut IUL
selvect~intp. eldoemiut);
eutpwntb(O21.CImpoztbCOz21) I (Oxff OZef));

20



roe=ur (0);

void interrupt -irq4()

int Char!.;

iapertb(IUTMDUM); /0 Clears Vart register S/
ontpertb(O%20.@z20); /0 interrupt received o/
it (nextim. - (recvbautt+UIVSIZB))

nextim. - recibuff; I. circular buffer *
Charla -Importb(AUflTA); /e read the input o/
disable();-
it (zonzett...nabled)

it (Char!., - 1017) /0 test I0N 0/
waitinE-torjION -1

else it (Char!. mm 101) /o test 3017 .
wait ing@r..I0N - 0;

it (tznzuxtt-enabled 11 (Char!. I ION kk CharIR !- I017)){
Renetian.-I (Char) Cha~nln; /o put char in butfer o

butter~couvt+4;

if (zoazott..enaled kh !waiting-to-send-ION ha
buffor-count > TEIISIOLD) f

while ((importb(LINNT&TUS) & !MXT-DATA-.RRhDY) -- 0)

outportb(TIDATA, I071); /6 send zott e
wait ing~to-send-Z1 - 1;

enableO 01* enable interrupt processing e

Buffter character handling

-*------read a character from the input butfer -------- /

tnt readcorn(void)

if (aextout -m rocybutt+BD)FSIB)
nextent - recvbntt;

-- butter-count;
it (waiting-to..sen&I0N hak butter~cownt < SAFRTYLITKL){

waitingto-end-ION - 0;
uritecoina(!01);

return *&extent++;

I. -------write a character to the count port -------- /

tnt uritec aninmUt C)

int b;
eutportb(0z20 ,z20);
eutportb(TDATA, c)
return TIDE;
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APPENDIX E

THE PROGRAM HEADER FILE SERIAL .1

l ----------------------- PILE: SX&M.AL ------------------------------- eso/
/es leader f ile required by JINCUU.C so/
/so Modified from nCU.C by Stepheim S.W. Law ee

-5------- - ------------------------------------------------------------ ee

/--------serial port definitions ----

eztern int CNODORT;
eztern ckar oenstia * sexotout;
/ --------- serial prototypes -------

void tuitoenport (void);
tnt readcoma(void);
1st uritecems~int);
void cleer..serinl..qseue(void);
void rest ore-serisliut (void);
/* ------------- miacros------------------./
Sdefins coustat C (imp(ZIESTATUS))
MoSdiie input..char..ready() (next ia!-nsztout)
"define Ion 17

8Sdf ins 10FF 13
-------------------- - --- serial Port addresses---------C0

/0 -8250 uart bae" port address: COII USf. coin2 US e
Sdef ins SASIDOIT (0OxSf )
84sf ins TIDATA DASEPORT /0 transmit data
Sdef ins DIATA DASEPOIT /* receive data
*def ine DIVLSS DASEPORT /0 baud rate divisor lab .
Sdef ixe DIYNSU (SASEPOIT+1) /0 baud rate divisor msb
Sdef ins INIENALER (BASSPOIT+1) /* interrupt euable 5

*define INTIDEUT (BASUPORMe) /* interrupt ident e
"of I&* LUECTL (DASEPORT+3) /e line control *
#define UODI=L (DASEPORT+4) /* modsom control e
84sf ins LISESTATUS (DASEPOIT+) /0 line status
"84sfine IDUSTATUS (UASEPOIT+6) /0 nodest status 0

/0--- ---- serial interrupt stuff------------ 0
Sdef ins 114 (4-(CUWFORT-1)) /0 0-7 - no4-130 e
*Wsfine COMMI Me~ /0 interrupt vector 12/11 0/
"*eflu* COH134 (-(1<< 130))
Ndsf ins PIC01 0:21 I. 8625 Programmable interrupt controller e
$def ine PICOO 0:20 A -------- as above----------------------*
8d4sfine 30I 0:20 /A End of interrupt command e
#dafine TIME Oxic /0 PC timer interrupt vector 5

/0 ------------ linae status register values--- o
84flsf in NXT_.DAAJZAT 0:20
/A-----------inaterrupt enable register signalgi---------*
*def ine DATADEAD M90
/s-------- serial input interrupt buffeor---------------
8Sdf ins DUPIZE 1024
*dsf ins 5*FETTLZMW (DUFS!ZEI4)
8dsf ins TUZS01 (SA1ETILIY3Le3)
04sf11 ins 1
Odef ins FALSE 0

84sfw ins DUD0:8
/0 manu variaous@

typedef wasigned cbm r 311p 22



DITE tates, metri. lotri; I. store euisting VAST settings 0/
nasigmed ast baudleb. boadmb;

volatile unsigned aedatat;
volatile unsigmed liastat;
/0 functions Prototypes o1
void iaitcempzt (void);
void rostore..seriallat 0, clear..sezial-qusu.0;

tat tantroa~void);
tat .tatroff(void);
void Interrupt .lzq4O;
static void(iuterrupt ooldcomist) (void),

tat roadcain(void);
tat writecomiUat);
/0 variables o/
extera tat COMPORT;

char rocvbutt CUUFSIU]
char aoxetia - recvbuff;
char suert out - recvbulf;

tat bulffer..cout;

tat COMPORT - 1; /o CONI or 2 5

tat PARITY - 0; /* Ouaose. 1-odd, 2-even e
tat STOPDITSI1; /0 1or 2 o/
tat VOUDLENU; /0eT orU 5

inS BAUD -4800; /* 1200 2400 4800 9600 .

tat mofxoff-enabled - TRUE;
sat&-ic itat wait tag-Jor-IDE;
static tat waittag-to-seand-j3;

tat tatp - Ozc; I. Interrupt vector 812 for COX 1I.
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APPENDIX F

THE PROGRAM SOURCE FILE JIMDIVI.F11

PRlORAM JXDIV

C

C This progra oailates with JIl and J13 on the IN P5/2-SO
C for the JXID Auzlary Y-take Preseur masuzrmets.
C

C The propea is lauched by J13 from the PS/2. It asks the operator
C at the Venturi gauge to key in the paraimters.
C Tt then sisnaLs the PS/2 to start scanani the pressure values.
C The pressure values are mltiplied by 1000 so as to be passed
C back onto the POP-11 in integer fezm and stored in .JCS ad .DAT
C files and are compatible with the previous tests.
C

C Written by:

C Stephen S.V. Lm
C Applied Aerodynamics • roup
C night Nechanics & Propulsion Division
C

C 22-C?-1991
C

CNIAACIS keyel
CEBAACTER title*26, cuastome20. tpn*3, surmam,(3)e*, dosc*80,
I coafman20, filnam*20, fildatel,. jcsfil*20
UAL pa. ta, pl. t1, pd
X973Mn ipress(69), len, iser
sin3 bell
PARANITER (iser.470) ! serial no. of test, say number will do

DATA title/'JJDITHK AUXILIARY inTAE' /
DATA cutm/'PSOPULSIOM D.INCI'/
DATA bell/T/
DATA cogmf/'9C0D JI.DATI/

C ---- - ----- ---------------

C Doftne Test Point Dumdbr to be I
C Coafig number - 1
C--------------------------

tPK(1:) '1

filmOm(1:4)O-DLI:
C------------------------------------
C Open terminal line TiTS: for comication with
C the operator at the Veaturi
C--------------------- -------------------

OPEN (uaitul. file1-ttl:'. statusm'old')

C eceive toot afnfmtiea from the P3/2

53(56. 10 ) lea, deseC(le•)
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3* ( S. 10 ) rnile. tilsam(5:,B la4l,4)
10 UMAU q. &)

am ( , 20 ) fildas
YOlqmM? (aJ)

ainlr-mamlen4
j669i2 a fi13am
J68d1100lem+li) - '.JCS'
filmnm(almmle10) - '.DAT'

C Ask the operater to key , In peameters

RIM ( 1, 25) bll, desc(l:lem)
25 F1ORUT(j/. z, 72('-') /, z, il, /, z, a, /,

I ' landy to Take Data: ... ')

30 COlTDIOU
VLmT 1. so)

so FORMAT (' P1 (in. of water) - ', *)
amD ( 1, * ) p1
VWLTE (1, 60 )

60 FORMAT V' Ti (d46 C) " ', C )
RnAD ( 1, * ) ti
VRIT (1, 65 )

65 FORMAT V' Pressure Drop (in. of water) - ', )
READ ( 1. e) Pd

1113 ( 1, TO )
70 FORMAT / .,' Are the above values entered correctly (T/]:? I,$)

EAMD ( 1, 20 ) key
I ( (key .eq. 111) .01. (key -eq. 'a') ) GO TO 30
VXTE( 1, 75 )

75 FOUMAT( I' Samplimng data, Please wait ... ',6 )

C --------------------------
C Send parmetea back to PS/2
C ---------------------- ----

RIT ( S, 80 ) U, p1, Pl
s0 FORMAT( 3(x.f6.2), ' C' ) I 'C' signals end of data line

RIAD ( 5, 20 ) key
IF (key .eq. 'C') then

UAD ( S, e ) alpha, beta, Pa, ta

C-----------------------------------------------
C Read pressure data in 3 lines of 20 values each

C-----------------------------------------------
READ ( 5, e ) ( ipress (W), i - 1,20 )
a ( 6, * ) ( ipress (1), i - 21.40 )

RamD ( 5, e ) ( iproeS (i), i- m41,6 )

C-------------------------------------------------------
C Confirm to console that all pressure data have been read
C ---- ---------------------------------------

W0ILTE ( , S. )
9O FORMAT (. ID)

C ---- - - - - ---------------------------------------

C Calculate the dynmmic pressure, q
C
C ipress(T) and ipross(S) both measures the tunmel total pressure
C ipress(S) and ip41ms(6) both meaures the tunmel static pressure
C Results of W I - P ) is divided by 1000 to convert to kPa
C them 5tiplied by 0.5 to take the averes.L ~25 F



C -b - 6. $95e1 1 convert from psi to kPs

C

WIU Cuaiti2. file-josfil. status - Imew')
1313 2. 0 ) Cpresi CM. 1-l.69 )
1313 2, o a46a. beta. tI. p1, pd. pa. ta
13113 2, 100 ) desc(l:]lea)

100 PONIATC/, z, A<lea).//
1313 2g 110 )title
1313 2. 110 )custom
1313 2. 110 ) pa
1313 2. 110 )filmam
13113 2. 110 )fildat
1313 2. 110 )cenfume
1313 2. 120 )konlig

110 POUIAT (A)

120 POUNT ( iH
CLOSE (2)

C ------- - -----------

C brite data to .DT file
C -------------------

OM1 (unit-3. file-f ii... status - 'new')
13113( 3. 150 )filaws. fildat

150 IOUUAT( z. (. x. A)
IVflE 3, 160 )iat(pa*lo), iser. qelOGO

160 VOINAIC z, M4. z, 13, ' ?? ?'??? ???? '. F6.1 I
1 X. '111111111 0000000 000000 00000000 00000000', I
2 z, '000000 000000 A:: 3:: C:: D:: I:: F::')

VRM(i 3. 170 ) konfig. alpka, beta. tI. pl. dp. pa. ta
170 FONIIT(z. '00 '.i2.2 5Cz~mpf6.2). 2(x~spf7?.2))

VRMlE 3, 1SO)0 iprmsa~i), i - 1, 539

I80 FOIRAIC S C 2z. spis.4))

VIM3 1. 130) bell
130 FfhRAT (//, x. al. 'Run Aborted,/)

1311 ( 1. 140 ) bell
140 YOUUAT(II. z. al, 'lad of Run'I
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APPENDIX G

AIR MASS FLOW RATE EQUATION

The working equation for the engine air mass flow rate is derived from Section 1.1
of the British Standard 1042 (1981) '. The basic equations for the mass flow rate of
a fluid through a venturi tube is given by

= CEE4 2AP x p, (1)

where C is the discharge coefficient,
E is the velocity of approach factor, E = (1 -,r-2

d
T is the diameter ratio, -r = d

d is the diameter of the venturi throat,
D is the upstream internal pipe diameter of the venturi tube,

2

C is the expansibility factor, c [(7 ) (I-TX (4 A

- is the ratio of specific heat capacities,

ApA is the pressure ratio, A = 1---,

P, is the pressure upstream of the venturi throat,
AP is the pressure drop across the venturi throat, and
Pi is the fluid density upstream of the venturi throat.

The throat diameter d of the venturi tube is 142.75 mm and the upstream internal
pipe diameter D is 304.30 mm. The tube has a rough-cast convergent section to
which the following parameter values are applied:-

C=0.984, T 0.469, E=1.025, y=1.4.

With these values equation (1) may be simplified to:-

7h = 0.0228e\/&Px P -. (2)

It should be noted that the value of the venturi upstream pressure, say P', as
recorded by the operator is in inches of H20 and is relative to the tunnel total
pressure P.. P1 is then calculated from P' according to the following equation:-

P1 = P0 - 0.249P'.

The density p, of air upstream of the venturi throat is calculated from the measured
temperature T1 and P, using the real gas equation:-

P 1

where R is the gas constant of air and is equal to 287.04 J kg-1 K-1 .

'Briftih Standard 1042: Section 1.1: 1981. Methods of measurement of fluid flow in closed conduit..
Part 1. Pressure differentual devices. Section 1.1 Orifice plate#, nozzle., and venturi tubes inserted in
circular eress.-ection conduits running julL British Standard. Institution, UK.
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Wint tunnel test section

Auxiliary air intake

(a) n oEngine face locantion
Air flow I . Coiled tubing

/• • \Air duct

Jindivik model \
I \ \•Model pitching arm

To ventud nAi

(a) Jindivik model with engine air duct attachment in the wind tunnel test section.

",,•rom wind tunnel test section

A

AZ

Duplex
blower

Venturi

(b) The venturi and duplex blower assembly.

Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental set-up of the Jindivik air intake model
in the wind tunnel.
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Figure 2: Positions and numbering scheme of the pressure probes at
the engine face of the Jindivik air intake duct.
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DWti Equoipert Corponson
PDP-1 1/44 minicomputer

j 
TTh:

IMP/-0RS-232 Serial line 00001
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I- 000= - ae

Vr-220 terminal Hewett Pacictoo o oo attheVentu LaserJet Ill Printer

Prmeure Systems Incorporatd
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Figure 4: Schematic of the layout of the data acquisition system for the Jindivik
auxiliary intake test in the Low Speed Wind Tunnel.
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0

0

0

tor•

6"

0

0

0.00 0.20 40 .60 0.80
Axial Locatio.,, x(m)

Test No. 048: 3-LOUVRES 10 DEG. - MF=3 - V=30

Data file: JIN048.DAT

a = 0.00 19 = 0.00
Vel = 30.47 r4To / P, = 0. 144

Figure 5: An example of the graphical output of the static to total pressure
ratio versus the axial location along the intake duct away from the engine
face towards the intake lip.
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X-/

/ /
6 /×

0

SN =12000RPM N =13800RPM

O /0
OD

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

r-ih1TQo/ Po

a = 0.000 fl=0.00 Vel = 30.38

Configuration: 3-1ouvres at 10 deg inclination

Figure 6: An example of the graphical output of the pressure recovery versus
engine mass flow parameter for a given auxiliary air intake configuration.
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Contour levels: 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98

Test No. 048: 3.LOUVRES 10 DEG. - MF 3 - V 30

Data file: J1N048.DAT

Vel =30.47 mT 0 IP, = 0. 144

LI=0.00 fl 0.oo

(P)e 0. 964 (Pt) 60 = 0.955 DC 6() 0. 150

Figure 7: An example of the sectional contour plot of the total pressure
at the engine face annulus. The values of the contour level are increasing
from the inner surface outward.
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AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNEL

Test Results on
JINDIVIK AUXILIARY INTAKE

Test Number: 48

3-LOUVRES 10 DEG. - MF=3 - V=30

Data File: DLl:JIN048.DAT Created on 15-NOV-1991

VELOCITY = 30.47
ALPHA = 0.00
BETA = 0.00

ANNULUS NO. : 1 ANNULUS NO. : 2
PROBE PT/P0 PV/PO PROBE PT/Po PV/PO

1 0.9360 0.0297 7 0.9488 0.0425
2 0.9428 0.0365 8 0.9595 0.0532
3 0.9480 0.0417 9 0.9610 0.0547
4 0.9508 0.0445 10 0.9612 0.0549
5 0.9477 0.0414 11 0.9618 0.0555
6 0,9399 0.0336 12 0.9523 0.0460
AVG 0.9442 0.0379 AVG 0.9574 0.0511

ANNULUS NO. 3 ANNULUS NO.__ 4
PROBE PT/Po PV/PO PROBE PT/Po PV/PO

13 0.9590 0.0527 19 0.9630 0.0567
14 0.9684 0.0621 20 0.9697 0.0634
15 0.9739 0.0676 21 0.9796 0.0733
16 0.9730 0.0667 22 0.9846 0.0783
17 0.9731 0.0668 23 0.9781 0.0718
18 0.9638 0.0575 24 0.9688 0.0625

AVG 0.9685 0.0622 AVG 0.9740 0.0677

ANNULUS NO. : 5 Pstatic - ENGINE FACE
PROBE PT/Po PV/PO PROBE PS/Po

25 0.9657 0.0594 31 0.9033
26 0.9695 0.0632 32 0.9049
27 0.9798 0.0735 33 0.9087
28 0.9864 0.0801 34 0.9064
29 0.9787 0.0724 35 0.9093
30 0.9739 0.0676 36 0.9053

AVG 0.9757 0.0694

AX POS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
PS/PO 0.906 0.907 0.894 0.861 0.845 0.858 0.860 0.868

AX POS 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
PS/Po 0.550 0.550 0.550 0.911 0.901 0.887 0.860 0.838

PT60 = 0.95528 DC60 = 0.15045 PT60PS = 66 PTAV = 0.96396
PVAV = 0.05766 PSAV = 0.90630 RO = 0.06910 EPS = 0.99198
MDOT = 0.86007 B = 1007.700 TA = 288.25 DP = 5.25
P1 = 29.70 T1 = 20.00 Ptu = 101.277 XMDOT = 0.14418

Figure 8: An example of a printed output of a test summary produced by
CAUIN.
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